
ORIGINS OF THE
CIVIL WAR IN THE
EARLY REPUBLIC

IB History of  the Americas 



IB Syllabus

◦ 8: US Civil War: causes, course and effects (1840–1877)
◦ Origins of  the Civil War: the Nullification Crisis; states’ rights; 

sectionalism; slavery; political issues; economic differences between 
the North and South



Learning Objectives

◦SWBAT identify the legal, economic, and 
political arguments surrounding the issue of  
slavery in the antebellum period IOT 
examine the origins of  the Civil War.



Inquiry

◦What events and issues of  the antebellum 
era threatened national unity?



COLONIAL PERIOD



COLONIAL 
PERIOD –

TIMELINE 

◦ 1607: Virginia Company founds first permanent English 
settlement in North America. 

◦ 1619: First slaves imported into North America through 
Virginia. 

◦ 1620: Mayflower passengers, bound for Virginia, settle 
instead on Cape Cod. 

◦ 1630: Massachusetts Bay Company founders settle in 
Boston. 

◦ 1682: Pennsylvania settled by anti-slavery Quakers. 
◦ 1754–63: Seven Years’ War marks British triumph over 

French in North America.
◦ 1765–75: Amid tensions with Britain, inter-colonial 

cooperation grows in form of  Stamp Act Congress, 
Committees of  Correspondence, and Continental 
Congress. 

◦ 1775–83: American Revolution.



Colonial Slavery 
(1619-1776)
◦ Chattel slavery was introduced to the British 

colonies in the 17th century
◦ Chattel slavery refers to a system of  slavery 

in which individuals become the personal 
property of  another

◦ Began in N. Am. with sugar planters in the 
Caribbean

◦ Earliest known arrival of  enslaved Africans in 
Virginia – 1619

◦ Tobacco – major cash crop of  the Chesapeake 
Bay colonies
◦ Indentured servitude replaced by slave 

labor
◦ In 1662, Virginia law made slavery a lifelong, 

inheritable status 





Colonial Slavery (1619-1776)
◦ Turning Point – Bacon’s Rebellion (1676) 

◦ Significance: Planters responded to the rebellion by establishing 
more clearly defined slave codes and a greater reliance on slavery 
over indentured servitude

◦ A small group of  planter elite came to dominate Southern 
society

◦ Early white opposition to slavery – Quakers 
◦ Enslaved people maintained aspects of  their African 

cultures and resisted their enslavement at every opportunity
◦ Largest rebellion in the colonies – Stono Rebellion (1739)

◦ Colonial response was to enact strict slave codes



1688 Germantown Petition Against Slavery by the Society of  Friends (Quakers)

A drawing of  Quaker 
Anthony Benezet (opponent of  
slavery in the 1770s) from an 1850 
book



CONFEDERATION 
PERIOD



CONFEDERATION 
PERIOD –

TIMELINE 

◦ 1781: Mason–Dixon line marks commonly 
accepted boundary between North and South.

◦ 1785–6: Northwest Ordinances bar slavery from 
new states of  upper Midwest.

◦ 1787: Constitutional Convention works out 
sectional tensions via three-fifths Compromise, 
ending of  the international slave trade in 1808, 
and Fugitive Slave provision, convincing 
Southern states to ratify the agreement.



Northwest 
Ordinance of  1787
◦ 1st constitution of  the U.S.A. –

The Articles of  Confederation

◦ Congress passed the Northwest 
Ordinance which accomplished 
two main things: 
1. Established a method by which new 

territories would be admitted to the 
U.S.

2. Banned slavery north of  Ohio River 
in the “Northwest Territories”





Slavery in the 
Constitution (1789)
◦ Three-Fifths Compromise: determined 

how the number of  representatives in the 
House would be decided, based on the 
free population and 3/5 of  “other 
persons” (enslaved people)

◦ Slave Trade Clause: prohibited Congress 
from abolishing the slave trade for 20 
years 

◦ Fugitive Slave Clause: required the 
return of  enslaved people who fled to 
another state to the owner in the state 
from which they escaped



EARLY REPUBLIC



EARLY 
REPUBLIC –

TIMELINE 

◦ 1793: Eli Whitney invents cotton gin, intensifying demand for slave 
labor.

◦ 1797: Responding to the Alien & Sedition Acts, Virginia and 
Kentucky legislatures pass resolutions that assert states’ right to void 
national measures.

◦ 1803: Louisiana Purchase more than doubles the territory of  United 
States.

◦ 1812–14: War of  1812 with Britain.

◦ 1814: Hartford Convention denounces federal actions in the War of  
1812, leading to accusations of  disloyalty to the Union and the end 
of  the Federalist Party. Treaty of  Ghent resolves the War 
(December).

◦ 1815-1825: Era of  Good Feelings, only Democratic-Republican Party 
dominant

◦ 1816: American Colonization Society founded to buy freedom for 
slaves and send them to Liberia.



EARLY 
REPUBLIC –

TIMELINE 

◦ 1819–20: Missouri Compromise (also known as the 
Compromise of  1820). Missouri admitted to union as slave 
state, Maine as free state, and 36’30’ line going west to 
henceforth demarcate boundary between future free and 
slave states.

◦ 1828–32: Nullification Crisis South Carolina threatens to 
leave Union over tariff  policy, then relents in the face of  
possible military retaliation by President Andrew Jackson’s 
administration.

◦ 1831: First abolitionist newspaper, The Liberator, founded. 
Nat Turner slave insurrection. Virginia legislature debates, 
and rejects, emancipation proposals.



First Two-Party System & States’ rights
◦ First political parties: 

◦ Democratic-Republicans and Federalists

◦ When President Adams (Fed.) passed the Alien and 
Sedition Acts targeting their political rivals, Thomas 
Jefferson and James Madison responded with…

◦ Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions (1798): 
◦ Asserted that the Constitution was a compact 

(agreement) among sovereign states
◦ The states could challenge or nullify (cancel) federal 

laws
◦ Significance: It was criticized by the other states at the 

time, but it influenced later arguments in favor of  
states’ rights which would be applied in defense of  
Southern slavery



Market Revolution 
(approx. 1812-1860)
◦ After the War of  1812, there was a shift 

from local, agrarian (farming) markets to 
national, commercial markets

◦ This expansion in the economic 
marketplace came with some 
technological innovations:
◦ Steamboats
◦ Canals (e.g. Erie Canal)
◦ Steam locomotives
◦ The beginning of  factory production (e.g.

textile mills)

◦ Significance: Marks increasing economic 
differences between the North and South











Missouri Compromise (1820)
◦ Regarding the lands of  the Louisiana Purchase (1803) – What would happen when they become 

states?

◦ “Perfect equilibrium”: When Missouri applied to become a state, there were 11 free states, and 11 
slave states 

◦ Henry Clay “the Great Compromiser” designed a compromise:
◦ Missouri would be admitted to the Union as a slave state
◦ Maine would be admitted to the Union as a free state
◦ Slavery would be prohibited in the Louisiana Purchase north of  the 36º30’ parallel

◦ Significance: Reflects sectional tension over the question of  slavery
◦ Southerners shifted their arguments in defense of  the institution of  slavery – “necessary evil” to 

“positive good”





ABC Video on Nullification Crisis

◦https://youtu.be/jfQf208o3eI

https://youtu.be/jfQf208o3eI


Nullification Crisis (1832-
1833)
◦ “Tariff  of  Abominations”: Southern states objected to a protective 

tariff  passed in 1828 
◦ John C. Calhoun (VP in Andrew Jackson’s administration) wrote the 

“South Carolina Exposition and Protest” by drawing on states’ rights 
arguments proposed by Jefferson and Madison
◦ Argued that a federal law could be declared “null and void” by a 

state (nullification)
◦ This was followed by South Carolina’s ordinance of  nullification, in 

which they threatened a military response to federal enforcement
◦ Pres. Jackson put down the movement with the Force Bill. A 

compromise tariff  was passed. 
◦ Significance: 

◦ South Carolina tied their arguments in favor of  states’ rights to the 
issue of  slavery

◦ Plants the seed of  secession 
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In Summary



Lesson Vocabulary
◦ Chattel slavery
◦ Indentured servitude
◦ Inheritable status
◦ Bacon’s Rebellion
◦ Stono Rebellion
◦ Northwest Ordinance
◦ Three-Fifths Compromise
◦ Slave Trade Clause
◦ Fugitive Slave Clause

◦ Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions
◦ Market Revolution
◦ Missouri Compromise
◦ Perfect equilibrium 
◦ Louisiana Purchase
◦ Nullification Crisis


